Errata list (minor spelling mistakes not included)

Section: 3.1.2 Page: 67, Paragraph: 1, Line: 2
Is: Nine out of ten…
Should be: Ten out of eleven…

Section: 3.6 Page: 73, Paragraph: 1, Line: 1
Is: …, post-hoc comparisons….
Should be: …, group comparisons….

Section: 4.5.1.3 Page: 113, Paragraph: 2, Line: 1
Is: , the L2 speakers do receive…
Should be: , the L2 speakers seem to receive…

Section: 4.5.2 Page: 120, Paragraph: 3, Line: 3+4
Is: …levels and the Lat A)…
Should be: …levels on Lat A)…

Section: 4.6.1 Page: 125, Paragraph: 2, Line: 9+10
Is: …L2 groups received higher results than their respective L1 groups, and there is a possibility that…
Should be: …L2 groups are advantaged compared to their respective L1 groups, and although this trend is not statistically significant, there is a possibility that…

Section: 5.2.4 Page: 137, Paragraph: 2, Line: 13+14
Is: To blind listeners, however, only auditory cues (signal-dependent information) are available,
Should be: To blind listeners, however, mainly auditory cues (signal-dependent information) are available,

Section: 5.4.3 Page: 144, Paragraph: 1, Line: 2nd from bottom of page
Is: …visual status are…
Should be: …visual status were…

Section: 5.6 Page: 151, Paragraph: 2, Line: 14
Is: …short-term functions….
Should be: …short-term memory functions…

Section: Note 35 at bottom of page: 164
Is: …acquisition of grammar…
Should be: …acquisition of different aspects of grammar…

Section: 6.4.1.3 Page: 174, Paragraph: 1 Line: 5+6
Is: …had received no training in phonetics.
Should be: …had received some training in phonetics.

Section: 6.4.1.6 Page: 176, Paragraph: 1, Line: 9
Is: …explaining the instructions…
Should be: …explaining the instructions…

Section: 6.5 Page: 177, Paragraph: 2, Line: last line on page
Is: 4.80
Should be: 4.81

Section: 7.1 Page: 183, Paragraph: 3, Line: 2+3
Is: …as well as measures of speech perception in noise and L2 speech production,
Should be: …as well as measures of speech perception in noise and speech production,

Section: Sammanfattning på svenska, Page: 190, Paragraph: 5/uttalsexperiment, Line: 5
Is: 25 fonetiskt otränade…
Should be: 25 universitetsstudenter med viss kunskap i fonetik

Section: Sammanfattning på svenska, Page: 193, Paragraph: 2, Line: 3
Is: …jämfört med seende andraspråksinlärare,
Should be: …jämfört med seende individer,